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Abstract
This article reviews the modern approaches to the quantum brain hypothesis. The aim is to
consider the hypothesis and its classical brain-machine alternative from a broad perspective,
including physics, biology, computer science, cosmology, and metaphysics. My starting point
is that asking whether consciousness can or cannot have free will is fundamentally incorrect.
This aspect is challenged by both physics and neuroscience. The paper argues that the search
for conscious free will, as it is typically tested in Libet-type experiments, implies putting the
cart before the horse. From the evolutionary perspective, a more correct question is this.
Might primitive neural networks of simple organisms have possessed free volitional
mechanisms (quantum in origin) as an extremely valuable acquisition for the flourishing of
life? Might then the mechanisms have evolved from primary (rapid and random) reflexes in
the oldest brain regions such as the brainstem to give rise to conscious cortex-centered
properties in later stages of the brain evolution?
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1. Introduction
Today quantum effects have been increasingly detected in biology [1-4] as opposed to the
expectations that coherence would be rapidly destroyed in too hot biological processes, and
quantum computations should be thermalized as noise. Experiments have demonstrated that a
warm wet environment of cellular structures can be conducive to quantum coherence and
processing key quantized events to larger spatiotemporal scales. Several sensory systems in both
vertebrates and invertebrates have evolved signal detection capabilities that can amplify the energy
of a single photon [5, 6]. Yet, there is evidence that in vivo nanostimulations of a single neuron can
cause neuronal avalanches over brain networks [7-9], thereby affecting cognitive and behavioral
domains [10, 11]. Nonetheless, there is no direct evidence that quantum effects can affect brain
dynamics in operational ways to generate hybrid quantum/classical computations (for review, see
[12]). Whether those effects are involved with consciousness remains diﬃcult to test
experimentally. Hence the question: Why the quantum brain?
A common feature of quantum-inspired approaches to consciousness is the involvement of
entanglement and nonlocality. For example, Rosu [13] argues “It might well be that a biological
computer makes use of EPR-type correlations; thus, promoting itself to a superior level of
existence.” Another known advocate of the quantum brain/mind program, Georgiev [14], suggests
seven long-standing problems of consciousness that seriously clash with the principles of classical
physics: the physical boundary problem, the binding problem, the causal potency problem, the free
will problem, the inner privacy problem, and the hard problem.
Typical explanations aim to account for the synchronization of neural processes across different
brain regions that might make the brain intelligent. This is called a binding problem in neuroscience.
It is striking that quantum coherency and entanglement should be recruited to provide nonlocal
binding of sensory and cognitive brain networks in processing unitary conscious self [15], as if no
classical neural processes, for example, those of Coordination dynamics of coupled phase oscillators
[16] in the Langevin formalism, might do it as well.
Thus, one may ask: Why a conscious quantum computer would be more evolutionarily preferable
than a conscious classical computer [17]? The only reason to assume quantum brain hypotheses,
such as the Hameroff-Penrose microtubule computations in the dendrites [18] or the Beck-Eccles
quantum trigger in a synaptic cleft [19] or entanglement processed with nuclear spin in Posner
molecules [20], is free volition that should be protected against determinism and/or a classical
stochastic account of brain dynamics. Here “free volition” means the ability of the brain (not
necessarily consciousness) to make a choice that is not completely predetermined from the past.
My goal is to emphasize what can be said unambiguously in favor of the quantum brain program,
regardless of any experimental evidence that may or may not be obtained in the future.
I am not going to speculate on the quantum brain hypotheses involving superposition,
entanglement, and nonlocality in making consciousness and cognition. Instead, I argue that
quantum indeterminism is the only necessary phenomenon that must be required by any adequate
theory of brain dynamics to account for various volitional mechanisms such as active inference in
Bayesian brain dynamics, self-initiated action in Libet-type experiments, or cognitive control in
psychological studies, all underlying conscious states as these unfold over time in neural
information-processing of the brain. Thus, I will focus on a causal account of brain dynamics and,
more generally, the nature of consciousness in the universe.
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This paper argues that non-trivial quantum contributions to brain dynamics are necessary to
account for the valuable “commodity” [21] in human practice, commonly labeled as ”free will.”
Importantly, it seems futile to defend conscious “compatibilist” will as a self-initiated action that
could have mental power over underlying neural activities. Such mental power could be justified
only by appealing to Cartesian dualism. This kind of volition is abundantly disproved by many Libettype experiments [e.g., 22-24]. My aim is to defend the free cognitive evolution of the brain over
the lifespan. The brain evolves neurophysiologically by accumulating the information encoded
uniquely in its memory networks from birth. In this way, the brain also evolves anatomically due to
neuroplasticity, creating new and more effective connectivity patterns and functional modules
across brain regions.
To provide the free cognitive evolution, the brain should be able to make a free choice employed
by different volitional-cognitive processes, such as active inference, action selection, attentional
effort, embodied choice, and cognitive control. These are crucial in Bayesian brain models; however,
no underlying free volitional mechanism is suggested there. Should we then seriously assume that
computational AI systems if exploiting Bayesian learning could spontaneously acquire free will and
even consciousness? Many neuroscientists and psychologists maintain this idea of mechanistic
consciousness causally processed in the brain, and discuss how much of those causal processes are
captured by Bayesian statistical models. The discussion is based on the fact that at a level most
relevant to neuroscience, all neural processes are classical and, thus, completely predetermined
from the past. A complete causal model of the brain as a physical body governed by deterministic
laws is viewed by them as a final theory of consciousness. Many proponents of such a theory have
underestimated its logical consequences. Not only conscious will but any free volitional mechanism
should be impossible there. On this condition, the cognitive brain evolution should be completely
predetermined from the past.
Predetermination from the past will result in the following two fundamental consequences. The
first, called here “weak consequence”, underlies the brain-machine metaphor and forms the basis
for artificial consciousness, welcomed by many scientists. Moreover, not only artificial
consciousness but also any particular consciousness could be copyable to run automatically on
many digital clones simultaneously. Yet, there is a “strong consequence” known as
superdeterminism in physics. Superdeterminism is a hypothesis that the universe is a computation
(in principle, reversible) going on its own by symmetric laws of Nature. The future emerges
unambiguously from the past, and no one could do something freely, randomly, or by chance
because everything in the universe is causally predetermined from a distant past, ultimately in the
initial conditions of the Big Bang.
However, on the assumption of Big Bang cosmology combined with the second law of
thermodynamics and the so-called anthropic arguments, superdeterminism leads us inevitably to
the scenario of a designed clockwork universe [25]. Thus, the strong consequence of
predetermination is no more than a scientifically rigorous version of old-fashioned fatalism and
Newtonian deism. Surprisingly, among the proponents of this scenario happen (consciously or not)
Bohm [26] with his Wholeness and Implicate Order, ‘t Hooft [27] with his Cellular Automata, and
Everett [28] with Many Worlds.
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2. Quantum Mechanical Interpretations
All quantum brain dynamics models are naturally inspired by various interpretations of quantum
mechanics (QM), each with its own view on the nature and role of consciousness as related to
observers in terms of the infamous “measurement problem” causing a collapse of the wave function
𝜓(𝑡) at a moment of measurement. The collapse is observed as a discontinuous violation of the
unitary evolution of a quantum system governed by the Schrödinger equation and resulting in a
random outcome. The Copenhagen “naïve” interpretation suggested that the wavefunction is a
probability function so that the collapse can be explained as an effect of acquiring new information
in terms of Bayesian updating. This has nothing to tell us about a more fundamental reality.
First of all, I would like to divide QM interpretations into epistemic and ontic ones presented in
terms of observer-independent and observer-dependent views. The epistemic position holds that
quantum formalism is merely a tool for deriving statistical predictions over the underlying
completely deterministic reality. In this sense, the Copenhagen interpretation is apparently 𝜓epistemic as a necessary response to the probabilistic description of quantum mechanics, resulting
eventually in a random outcome of the measurement. The hidden variable(s) theory had been
suggested to underpin the Copenhagen view and restore determinism. The hidden variable theories
are of two kinds with local or nonlocal variables. What is of great importance for us is that they all
are deterministic in nature. For example, Bohmian mechanics [26] with the superluminal pilot-wave
is nonlocal, whereas the Cellular Automaton Interpretation (CAI) of ‘t Hooft [27] postulates all
physical interactions to be local in the “ontological” Planckian basis. Both these rule out any free
volitional mechanism in the brain, and, therefore, have to be rejected by us with respect to the
latter.
The hypothesis that the brain is totally controlled by the hidden deterministic variables was
suggested by Bell [29] under the name “superdeterminism” (although he had dismissed the idea in
favor of free will). One of the assumptions underlying the free will debates, namely the
“responsiveness assumption” holds in accordance with people’s commonsense that a subject’s free
decision has to be made for a reason, not randomly. Nevertheless, it happens that within the
physical cause-effect paradigm, only a random element independent of the antecedent brain
processes might account for genuine free will in contrast to classical processes, leaving a loophole
for superdeterminism. The term “randomness” used throughout probabilistic descriptions is
epistemic as it depends on an individual’s state of knowledge that might in principle be refined. In
contrast, quantum mechanics is irreducible to any underlying more detailed deterministic
specification, just as it follows from quantum no-go theorems [29, 30]. So, in quantum information
science, effects of entanglement and superposition are widely used in cryptographic applications to
generate Bell-certified random numbers that could not be prepared classically [30].
I replace the Copenhagen “naïve” orthodoxy with Heisenberg’s metaphysical cut between the
underlying (potential) reality and the classical (actual) world of observed facts [31]. Thus, I relate
this duplex world to a 𝜓-epistemic view. Unfortunately, metaphysics is always more ambiguous
than a pure operational framework within which science resides. As Heisenberg had drawn
considerable attention to consciousness and free will, placing them in his ontological basic world of
potentialities, his view underpinned by the uncertainty principle was rather 𝜓 -ontic and thus
beneficial to free volition. Such a position had just been initiated by Whitehead [32] in his
metaphysics of “becoming,” which was later maintained by Penrose [18] and Stapp [33] in their
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quantum brain models that are based on a 𝜓-ontic interpretation, emphasizing a fundamentally
random aspect of the physical world.
Similarly, Wheeler follows von Neumann [34] and maintains the 𝜓-ontic position [35]. The mindbrain dualism of Neumann–Wheeler is based on psychophysical parallelism as a scientific principle,
dividing the world into an observed system and the observer, i.e., consciousness properly. Instead,
Bohm [26] speculates on the hidden deterministic variables in QM formalism. In Bohmian
mechanics, a superluminal pilot-wave is introduced to describe quantum mechanical interference
processes, thereby circumventing both Copenhagen probabilistic interpretation and consciousnessinduced wavefunction collapse in the Neumann–Wheeler view. In Bohm’s nonlocal wholeness,
consciousness emerges from the implicate order in a superdeterministic manner as a part of the
universe and having no free will but acting as a neural marionette of the order.
Surprisingly, Bohm had thought to put his interpretation in favor of consciousness by replacing
quantum randomness with superdeterminism [36]. The main distinction one might then find
between his wholeness and Everett’s multiverse is nonlocality. While Bohmian interpretation
requires superluminal signaling, the “Many Worlds” interpretation is a local theory by removing the
wavefunction collapse from the deterministic unitary evolution of the Schrödinger equation.
Instead, consciousness (observer) is split into many copies, each placed into a separate
superdeterministic world with its particular destiny.
According to the decoherence theory, the wavefunction collapse does not depend directly on an
observer, the observer (consciousness) is only a part of the environment playing the role of an
objective “witness” for abundant information about a quantum state [37, 38]. The process by which
the fittest information is propagated through the environment, at the expense of incompatible
information, is called quantum Darwinism (QD). This can account for the objective reality of the
classical events that observers indeed see behind themselves in the past as emerging post-factum
from the quantum world containing redundant histories (potentialities), only one of which will be
recorded in the environment. Thus, QD avoids Neumann-Wheeler dualism, Everett’s Many Worlds,
splitting consciousness into numberless parallel realities, and Bohm wholeness guided by a
superdeterministic order. The general design of QD can be well applicable to brain dynamics in the
sense that consciousness emerges from multiple neural activities occurring simultaneously and
bound together as unitary macrostates that are subjective perceived as a consistent stream of
consciousness excluding dual personality [39].
3. Quantum Brain Models
A covert idea underlying quantum brain approaches is that if the world could be observerdependent, then brain dynamics should also be dependent on consciousness as soon as the brain is
a part of the physical world. But if causal potency of consciousness is viable, where does the
conscious observer reside in space to be separable from the brain even for a moment? To put it
differently, is the brain a part of the environment that consciousness can influence in the same
manner as it does to the external world? In fact, such a separation of consciousness from neural
activities is an “original sin” of many if not all, quantum-inspired models that are covertly drawn
from the philosophy of mind and human pervasive belief that they are conscious agents endowed
with mental control over brain dynamics and ability to choose freely which actions to perform.
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The quantum brain hypothesis holds that quantum mechanical effects can play a decisive role in
brain dynamics for consciousness emergence, despite the fact that at the level of neuroscience all
meaningful neural processes contributing to mental properties are apparently classical, like those
exploited in computers. Then why would a conscious quantum computer have any advantage over
a conscious classical computer? Before answering this question one might ask: Why should a
classical computer be in general conscious? What principled distinctions could be found between
deterministic information-processing machines and conscious brains? At least, one distinction we
grant to brains is free will, the ability to do otherwise. In other words, we believe that the stream of
consciousness is not causally predetermined from the past, thereby making conscious beings free
of predetermination, unlike machines.
In fact, the only reason to welcome the quantum brain hypothesis is superdeterminism
forbidding free will and, in general, any sort of randomness in the universe. This is not to say
“quantum mechanics is mysterious, consciousness is also mysterious, and hence they both must be
involved” [17]. Rather, the argument can go as follows. First, only quantum effects are genuinely
random, not merely epistemic as if depending on our incomplete knowledge about underlying
physical processes. Second, randomness, as being the only legitimate candidate for indeterminism,
should have something to do with our understanding of free will and moral responsibility.
This argument is often referred to the fact that consciousness is unobservable, just as quantum
states [14]. Indeed, the no-cloning theorem [30] prohibits learning and copying an unknown
quantum state because its “inner privacy” is protected from uncovering by a random collapse.
Consciousness holds the same privacy self-evidential to humans by the Cartesian cogito. So, in
modern neuroscience, there exists no other strict criterion to verify conscious presence than selfevidence, resulting in the ability of a subject to report on their states. Thus, just this secured privacy
of the quantum world would prevent us from uncovering the mystery of consciousness as a “thingin-and-for-itself.”
Of course, this sounds too opaque to understand how consciousness should depend upon
quantum mechanics. The famous observer-dependent phenomena are of little use here unless
dualism applies. Nonetheless, this can be put towards an operational way. Instead, suppose there
is a neurophysiological free volition mechanism placed in the brainstem, the oldest part of the brain
responsible for automatic brain functions and reflexes. Let us assume that the mechanism is
quantum in origin, which random outcome can be amplified by neuronal avalanches across many
spatiotemporal (classical) scales and, at the same time, constrained and processed by cognitive
networks of the thalamocortical system to a macrostate of the brain associated with consciousness
emergence. This conscious state, as being caused by a key quantized event in the brain, should not
have been completely predetermined from the past as if the brain had free volition to generate that
conscious state but not another. Although it would leave no room for conscious free will,
consciousness itself, emerging from brain dynamics, might not be copyable to run in parallel on
many digital clones. Thus, the “mystery” of consciousness acquires an unambiguous sense of nocloning.
3.1 Penrose–Hameroff Model
Among quantum brain hypotheses, the orchestrated objective reduction (Orch OR) scenario of
Penrose and Hameroff [18] suggests a more detailed approach to quantum brain dynamics. This
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starts with the idea that the brain is not a Turing machine according to the Gödel theorem. Penrose
stresses on an incomputable aspect of human thinking and conscious experience. Indeed, humans
are able to lightly understand logical paradoxes, for example, the Liar paradox that is very similar in
construction to the Gödel theorem on the incompleteness of formal systems such as Peano
arithmetic. Those might be consistently operated by a Turing machine, except for a self-referential
sentence on which the theorem is based.
However, not only digital computers but also many animals, including dolphins, elephants, and
higher apes, might not understand the Liar paradox. Does it imply that human brains responsible
for generating consciousness and logical reasoning differ fundamentally from animal brains? How
might it be possible on the evolutionary scale where the former should have naturally evolved from
the latter by inheriting their biological properties and anatomical organization? There is no evidence
in neuroscience that human brains have any substantial distinction from mammal and avian brains.
Thus, if we do not mystify human consciousness as opposed to simpler species, the main premise
of the Orch OR does not meet the evolutionary argument.
Of course, one can assume that animals are able to perform sophisticated mental operations, for
example, in bistable perception as it is assumed in quantum-like cognition models [40, 41]. Quantum
cognition theorists speculate that the brain exploits quantum (non-distributive) logic rather than
classical (Boolean) logic in decision-making and learning [42, 43]. Such findings do not, however,
directly require quantum brain dynamics. These are based mainly on the idea that cognitive
processing can be viewed as a superposition of many outcomes, and on the observation that the
temporal order of mental states viewed as “self-measurements” can affect decision-making.
Indeed, we can agree that when an experimenter makes measurements to obtain some observables
about the external world, his/her brain operates exclusively within its own dynamics and generate
conscious states as results of self-measurement. Authors suggest many psychological findings that
agents can learn and make decisions that are not governed exclusively by classical logic. In modern
neuroscience, it is commonly accepted that all conscious abilities emerge from relevant brain
processes. Hence, quantum-like cognition models—if those are not of abstract interest—have to
account for quantum logic utilized by neural networks in unambiguous causal ways. If noncommutativity of cognitive decisions is simply related to the arrow of time, this should be rather
ubiquitous in human thinking. Nonetheless, some physical processes in neural networks must be
still required to explain the irreversibility of time.
Instead, Orch OR is founded on quantum computations in microtubules during integration
phases in dendrites and cell bodies of neurons linked by gap junctions. Leaving aside the Gödel
theorem, Penrose and Hameroff ask: How do unicellular organisms (like Protozoans) that are full of
microtubule nanotubes in their cytoskeleton but, clearly, with no neural network manifest
purposeful (intelligent) behavior? Their crucial thesis is that that consciousness depends on
quantum computations where large-scale entanglements among many qubits would enable
complex and highly efficient parallel processing in microtubules not in synapses.1
In this way, quantum entanglement distributed over many brain regions by influencing the
release of neurotransmitters and the firing of synapses between neurons might be viewed like a
1Quantum

parallel computing (if possible as microtubule vibrations in megahertz) might be favored
by evolution if only its adaptive benefits for cognition and behavior under selection were higher
than its energy cost in neural performance.
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spooky action at a distance. A quantum computation terminating by OR as the gravitation-induced
collapse could select a particular set of tubulin states to trigger axonal firings, and, thus, correspond
to elementary acts of consciousness. Penrose notes that quantum Darwinism does not explain the
collapse (OR) of a quantum system if isolated from the environment. For example, the whole
universe might be such a quantum system beyond any environment and described by the
wavefunction as it is taken for Many Worlds. Instead, the gravitational collapse should result
immediately from spacetime.
The active role of consciousness, i.e., free will properly, should then emerge by the nonlocal
quantum backward-time referral, resulting from entanglement aspects of Orch OR to rescue
consciousness from its unfortunate characterization as a passive epiphenomenal spectator [15].
One can lightly find a mysterious separation of consciousness from the brain in this scenario. Let
alone gravitational yet-not-uncovered effects in OR, there is something of dualism in this
explanation of free will as if emerging ahead of brain activity. On the other hand, in regard to ‘protoconscious’ events intrinsic to the universe as precursors of consciousness, the Orch OR shares some
elements with panpsychism.
Suppose, the Orch OR is true in prescribing free will to consciousness. How might consciousness
be separated even for a moment from the brain to make use of nonlocal binding and quantum
backward-time referral, thereby having causal power over neural dynamics? Unless Descartes’
mind-matter dualism applies, consciousness as being derived from the brain cannot do it by its
physical origin. Nor can consciousness gain an advantage over the brain from a physics-driven
modification of dualism – Bohr’s idea of complementarity of physics and psyche advocated by Pauli
[44] and encapsulated ultimately in Wheeler’s Participatory Anthropic Principle (PAP) “Observers
(i.e. consciousness – S.Y.) are necessary to bring the universe into being” [35]. On the other hand, if
related to Whitehead’s becoming, the complementarity and PAP both may also be related to
panpsychism.
3.2 Beck–Eccles Model
I consider Beck and Eccles [19] approach as the most realistic hypothesis of how QM might play
a role in brain processes to account for volitional mechanisms. It refers to particular mechanisms of
information transfer at the synaptic cleft. The central idea here is that synaptic transmission
represents a typical (quantum) probability state in which the total number of vesicles available for
exocytosis is critical for an all-or-none response of neuronal firing [45]. The trigger mechanism
proposed by them is based on electron transfer between biomolecules at single synapses
undergone then quantum stochastic resonance to achieve ordered patterns at the macro-level of
neural networks from fundamentally random synaptic processes. The coherence of neural
processes (the binding problem) for generating conscious unitary experience is imposed upon
critical nonlinear dynamics capable of self-organization at classical timescales.
Although Eccles maintained “interactionist dualism” very similar to views of Wheeler and Pauli,
his metaphysical position did not follow immediately from the neurophysiological mechanism
suggested by him. For neuroscience the question has rather to be this. Can the brain generate
conscious states that are partly independent of the antecedent neural processes and, in general,
the past of the whole universe? If the answer is “yes” then the brain can have a free volitional
mechanism (quantum in origin) for processing corresponding neurocognitive states that are not
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completely predetermined from the past. Because of their indeterminism brain processes could not
be computable in principle by a machine. This entails two consequences: (i) one’s consciousness can
never be cloned, and (ii) artificial consciousness has to be impossible to run on AI devices. There is
no philosophical mind-body dualism there. Therefore, I relate the Beck–Eccles model to Quantum
Darwinism rather than to Neumann–Wheeler dualism making consciousness a separate entity
responsible for the wavefunction collapse.
3.3 Stapp Model
Stapp’s main motivations for the quantum brain hypothesis are of the same kind as of Orch-OR
to account for free will. To do so, he adopts Neumann–Wheeler dualism and Whitehead [32]
metaphysics to provide an alternative to completely deterministic human volition. Stapp [33] argues
that while the universe evolves over Whitehead’s “becoming” and/or Heisenberg’s duplex world,
the mental effort of consciousness can protract the lifetime of neuronal ensembles that represent
the templates for action due to quantum Zeno-type effects. Within the quantum framework, a
person’s acquired knowledge of reality is not a faithful representation of the preexisting properties
of the observed system but is, instead, an output of a dynamical probing process initiated by the
observer. The universe responds to the observer in classical Yes–No terms. The origin of conscious
free will is placed in a synaptic cleft like the Beck–Eccles approach, but where calcium ions should
trigger the release of neurotransmitters and somehow split the whole brain into diﬀerent classically
describable components that specify alternative possible courses of action. No plausible
neurophysiology is suggested. Again, how might consciousness choose actions to avoid the
“separation sin?”
3.4 Freeman-Vitiello Model
The dissipative model of Vitiello and Freeman [46] describes the brain as a fully integrated
macroscopic quantum system that transforms sensory signals into consciousness almost instantly.
This is based on the well-known observation that brain dynamics exhibits distinctive synchronization
patterns in the range of 12–80 Hz in time duration about 80–120 ms with an abrupt shift. Authors
conclude that an external stimulus acts on the brain as a trigger for the spontaneous breakdown of
the symmetry with long-range correlations established by the coherent condensation of the
Nambu–Goldstone bosons responsible for the formation of amplitude-modulated synchronized
oscillations in the neocortex. The density of the condensed bosons provides a measure of the degree
of coherence. In contrast to Neumann–Wheeler dualism, the model rejects a possibility of
separation between mental activity and brain activity: The brain modes and the mental (Double)
modes appear entangled in the coherent states through which the activity evolves. There are no
two entities, no dual level of existence, matter and mind, but only one undividable entity [47].
Nevertheless, no neurophysiological mechanism is proposed to provide free volition. Instead, the
authors argue for certain hidden order similar to Bohmian wholeness that underlies chaotic,
complex, and seemingly random behavior of brain dynamics. Thus, I relate this model to a
superdeterministic account.
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3.5 Georgiev Model
Another view on brain dynamics is of Georgiev [48] who associates private consciousness (mind)
directly with quantum information that cannot be observed by the no-cloning theorem. This
information pervades the observable brain by means of quantum tunneling in voltage-gated ion
channels via SNARE proteins that drive the exocytosis of synaptic vesicles [49]. Consciousness is
postulated to be continuous (except the states where it vanishes in sleep, anesthesia, and coma)
and operating at the quantum level on the picosecond timescale despite a wealth of neuroscientific
evidence on priming, masking, and attentional blink that conscious experience is discrete with an
unconscious preparation period of about 300-400 ms [e.g. 50-52].
Unlike Beck-Eccles exocytosis and Orch OR where quantum indeterminism is only employed
either for a random outcome to trigger off the neural nonlinear dynamics at classical timescales or
as a non-unitary, non-computable quantum state reduction in spacetime, both causing conscious
discrete states, the quantum mind model identifies the mind with the unitary evolution of the
wavefunction Ψ so that conscious continuous experiences originate as physical solutions of the
Schrödinger equation. Instead of unconscious processes, this assumes the existence of multiple
experiences in the subcortical areas to which, however, the conscious “I” has no concurrent access.
After all, I put Georgiev’s model upon Heisenberg’s duplex world.
3.6 Classical Models
Classical theories of consciousness are obviously grounded on brain dynamics that are initially
assumed to be completely deterministic.
The integrated information theory (IIT) of Tononi [53] defines consciousness as integrated
information specified by the irreducible causal mechanisms in the brain over cause-effect
repertoires. According to IIT, one’s free choice is guaranteed by this maximal irreducibility of
mechanisms in one’s brain [54]. To the best, free will is referred here to one’s individuality and the
uniqueness of the environment changing every time so that no state of both the brain and the
environment can occur twice. This is drawn on a psychological rather than a physical aspect of free
volition. In particular, the theory allows for the possibility of multiple local complexes, each with its
maximum Φ and coexisting within a single system (not necessarily the brain). In principle, the theory
agrees that even a mitochondrion inside a biological cell can maintain some level of consciousness
[55]. Thus, the unconscious, from the perspective of the major complex in the brain, may be
attributed to the presence of minor complexes there.
In contrast, the global workspace theory (GWT) is scale-dependent and emphasizes the
dynamical core concentrated in the thalamocortical system to broadcast information over all brain
regions [56, 57]. Consciousness fades (in sleep, anesthesia, and coma) if synchronization of neural
activities in the dynamical core is reduced or interrupted. Volition is not discussed directly but
implicitly embedded in the broadcasting. Another dominant theory, predictive processing theory
(PPT) is more involved with studying cognition [58] and treats the brain to be a Bayesian machine
that follows the free energy principle (FEP). Consciousness is derived from cognition function,
whereas volition is simply referred to active processing without explaining its physical foundations.
Thus, free will of these theories is “compatibilist” as it is assumed per se in physics, psychology,
and social sciences. Humans are said to be consciously free in everyday activities, rational
immediate agency, pursuing their long-term objectives, and, after all, in making science: they can
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decide freely how to prepare a scientific experiment as, for example, that of Bell-type or Libet-type
experiments, or what to write in their papers.
Although IIT and PPT/FEP assume panpsychism [59] or its neutral variations [60], which are
similar to Leibniz’s notion of proto-conscious particle-like monades, I relate them to a
superdeterministic account as being indifferent to quantum effects in brain dynamics.
4. Superdeterminism vs. Randomness
When we refer to “matter” we do it as if we knew exactly what it is. But the word “matter” is not
better and explains no more than the word “psyche” to have an advantage over the latter, besides
our own linguistic preference. This is a reason why the term “physicalism” had been accepted by
scientists instead of “materialism” in philosophy. However, the fundamental property of
physicalism is determinism or, ultimately, superdeterminism. At this point, materialism seems to
bluntly discard a veil of mystery from consciousness thereby ruling out dualism, not to mention
idealism. Brains are only sophisticated deterministic machines.
Superdeterminism is a hypothesis that everything in Nature is predetermined from the past, free
will is impossible, and the universe is a computation running automatically by natural laws from the
initial conditions of the universe. It amounts to old-fashioned fatalism: we do what the universe
wants us to do. If we combine Big Bang cosmology, the second law of thermodynamics with its
inevitable growth of entropy (disorder) in time, and the anthropic arguments [61], we can come to
the question: why and how should conscious observers appear in such a universe? The answer is
that the universe had started with the Big Bang singularity at an incredibly ordered state whose
entropy should be just zero so that all the future events in the universe, including the origin of life,
the evolution of species, and, in particular, our birth, life, and death, had been uniquely encoded in
the initial conditions of the Big Bang. Superdeterminism admits that we are not merely deterministic
machines, but each of us is a machine designed from the beginning of time [25].
Why should then those conscious machines be favored by evolution if having no advantage over
simpler unconscious systems, yet deprived of free volition? It happens that superdeterminism leads
to cosmic conspiracies [59] in the quantum mechanical EPR experiments involving conscious
observers to make their experimental settings at will. Namely, to avoid random collapse after
measurements causing nonlocal correlations between entangled particles at a distance, the
universe should know ahead how those conscious observers would prepare experiment to make
particular measurements. One should then seriously agree that humans and all animals are
machines designed in the Big Bang. Logically, thus, if brains are no more than conscious computers
deprived of free volition to decide their way, every particular consciousness turns out to be a “soul”
designed from the beginning of time. On the other hand, the very term “consciousness” loses any
meaning and becomes empty enough to be discarded as an illusion occupying some physical bodies
called brains. Although suggested to justify materialism, superdeterminism is not a valid alternative
of idealism at all; instead, it leads ultimately to Newtonian deism or creationism (although, most
likely, neither Newton nor creationists would deprive human creatures of free will).
In other words, superdeterminism decides the mystery of consciousness by pushing all the
mystery back to the origin of the universe. Upon closer examination, materialism appears to be
even more mystical than dualism. Nevertheless, superdeterminism helps to understand that the
problem of free volition comes to be crucial to the nature of consciousness. In fact, religion had met
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the problem many centuries ago. Humans might not be responsible for their actions if they had not
free volition to do better than it was determined by God’s providence. The only way for religious
thought to reconcile providence (i.e., causal order) with moral responsibility of immortal souls was
to agree that God had admitted free volition into the universe. Leaving aside dualism, free volition
might not be possible without randomness in the universe. As a result, superdeterminism challenges
not only free will but the origins of life in the universe (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Quantum brain hypothesis. The most known quantum brain models are derived
from corresponding interpretations of QM. Those can be then classified over different
scientific domains from physics to cosmology and computational neuroscience (AI and
Turing test) to metaphysics. Classical theories of consciousness such as IIT, GWT, FEP
(Bayesian brain), and others are indifferent to quantum effects in brain dynamics, and
can, in principle, be related to a superdeterministic account.
So, modern Darwinism holds that the evolution of life is driven by random (quantum in origin)
genetic mutations that underwent natural selection. Thus, if we disagree with all of aforesaid for
one or another reason, we need to reconcile quantum randomness with brain dynamics to account
for free will. First, Nature should somehow use quantum effects of genetic mutations driving
evolution at cellular and molecular levels in order to give rise to volitional abilities (over reflex
mechanisms) at neural networks. In principle, it would be well enough to say with confidence that
some quantized micro-events in the brain should be not averaged as noise in classical
spatiotemporal scales but amplified across multiple levels in neural networks as macro-events that
had not been predetermined completely from the past (including previous states of both the brain
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and its environment) but might influence the present state of the brain. This is a necessary and likely
sufficient condition for the brain (not consciousness) to have free volition.
In doing so, we need to postulate some neurophysiological free volition mechanism, quantum in
origin, which should have evolved from primary (rapid and random) reflexes of the simplest
organisms and then inherited by the oldest domain of neural networks, the brainstem. This is
involved in many homeostatic unconscious processes: a baroreflex of blood pressure, breathing,
yet, famously engaged in spontaneous arousal, i.e., returning consciousness after sleep and
anesthetized states. The random contributions of the mechanism should be cognitively constrained
in the thalamocortical system via predictive processing to cause the ultimate response of the brain
that was rationally motivated. Such a response would not be completely predetermined from the
antecedent brain dynamics.
However, we can never know with confidence that anything is truly random. The most we can
ever say is that a deterministic pattern we seek for is beyond our experimental capabilities. This is
just the reason why Bell-certification is suggested in cryptographic applications of quantum effects
[62]. Yet, many macro-events in the nonlinear stochastic dynamics of the brain and consequent
mental phenomena (e.g. as those in quantum-like cognition [40-43]) that are involved with
quantum-inspired effects can be explained classically as well. Since the distinction between genuine
(ontic) randomness and stochastic probabilistic (epistemic) patterns is elusive and algorithmically
sophisticated, the mechanism should be Bell-certified.
The Beck-Eccles [19] quantum trigger in a synaptic cleft (possibly, via SNARE proteins [49]) or
Fisher’s [20] processing with nuclear spins in Posner molecules influencing neuronal (classical) firing,
look most promising and reliable candidates for the mechanism. This could lightly account for neural
stochastic dynamics free of predetermination. After all, such a mechanism might provide “freebits”
[17] and guarantee no-cloning of consciousness, thereby forbidding the scenarios where a particular
consciousness might be cloned to generate multiple personalities running simultaneously on digital
computers.
5. Discussion
Strikingly, many neuroscientists, physicists, and computer scientists speaking so much about
consciousness have almost nothing said about free will viewed likely by them as too ambiguous and
metaphysical to discuss meaningfully. Meanwhile, the free will problem has to be fundamental to
the nature of consciousness and cognition, especially in regard to the computational theory of mind
and the brain-machine metaphor. Quantum effects in the brain must naturally be involved in the
problem.
It is often said that if even quantum processes might revive over rapid decoherence, the
quantized event should be statistically averaged by the second law of thermodynamics [63]. First,
the law does not indulge the evolution of life in general. Why should complex biosystems arise once
from the less-ordered medium and become more and more ordered over time under entropy
growth? Of course, evolution does not violate the law, but that in turn does not explain life. Second,
the brain is just evolved as the most complex system in the universe to sidestep commonality. So,
Tegmark [64] contends that the only distinction one might (arguably) find between a classical
computer and consciousness is the information integration in the brain as it is, for example,
presented in IIT [53, 64] that also ignores the free will problem.
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On the other hand, Tegmark concedes that Quantum Darwinism [37, 38] that emphasizes the
role of environment-induced decoherence in copying information about the redundant quantum
states may be relevant to the evolution of consciousness from the simplest forms in a way similar
to the fitness principle fundamental to all biological species. If an organism can attain an advantage
in adaptation over quantum sensitivity, then with time natural selection has a chance to engineer
the necessary biochemical mechanisms to exploit these effects [65].
It is commonly accepted that consciousness emerges causally from neural correlates of the brain
as the Jamesian irreversible stream of states in time [39]. Thus, the idea of free will that might
somehow admit consciousness to be self-made by arriving at a state just chosen by it ahead of time
is incompatible with aforesaid. The only natural mechanism that might account for indeterminism
of free will lies in a quantum domain. To solve this problem, one should assume that the brain can
classically process those states generated by the neurophysiological free choice mechanism. Such a
mechanism would break up rigid causal chains of the universe and provide living systems with
flexible stimulus-reaction repertoires of possible actions. If so, the stream of consciousness should
be initially free-willed by the brain itself whereas consciousness might never have power over it.
There is a reason to think that the fundamental mechanisms of volition should appear in the brain
evolution even earlier than consciousness and cognition, requiring much more neural resources.
It is often argued that epiphenomenal consciousness possessing no causal potency would be
useless. Nature should then have no reason to evolve consciousness gradually from bacteria to
humans. The problem can be solved by assuming that conscious discrete experience is derived from
cognitive continuous processes, e.g., as ultimate decisions of predictive (Bayesian) processing,
thereby making consciousness like a mental interface between the internal cognitive world of the
brain and the external world around (Graphical abstract). Thus, not consciousness but cognition
from which it emerges is the main purpose of evolution insofar as just mental properties have to be
favored by natural selection in the struggle for life. The more the brain is cognitively adapted to the
environment, the higher its conscious properties.
While the brain mechanisms that enable the capacity of free-willed actions remain unclear, it
seems plausible to agree that the brain evolution might be of little use in survival without the ability
to make a free choice under selection pressure. From the evolutionary point of view, the adaptive
advantages of free volition might be seen as an extremely valuable acquisition for the flourishing of
life because the ability to maneuver would crucially help even relatively simple organisms in
surviving and reproducing [66].
Because of the high sensitivity of nonlinear complex systems to initial conditions, quantum
fluctuations may be essential in living systems. Increasing evidence suggests that biological
evolution is able to exploit quantum phenomena [1-3] in wet protein environments conducive to
the survival of quantized events [67]. So, in systems of photosynthesis, coherent vibrational motions
that do not relax quickly and whose fluctuations cannot be described classically may be seen as an
internal quantum mechanism controlling energy transfer and storage in cells [4, 5] and, hence, in
neural structures [49, 68].
It also means that though neuronal computations and information storage are classical in the
brain, its more detailed activity might be sensitive to quantum fluctuations. Instead of being
averaged out on classical spatiotemporal scales [69], these might be chaotically amplified and
orchestrated to be relevant to behavioral manifestations. In this way, quantum brain dynamics
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might influence neuronal computations leading the brain (not consciousness) to a self-initiated
action that had not been completely controlled from a distant past.
6. Conclusions
The superdeterministic view provided by materialism assumes that not only free will but
consciousness itself does not exist at all. Upon a close examination, however, this option requires a
much more radical assumption than panpsychism does, namely, Designer outside the universe to
account for the origins of the universe. Thus, if logic and scientific evidence enforce us to choose
between dualism and panpsychism, the idea that the universe consists of “proto-conscious”
processes that might naturally evolve living high-ordered systems from low-ordered environments
(not despite the second law of thermodynamics), and after all give rise to conscious brains endowed
with free volition, the Occam’s razor tells us that dualism only multiplies entities without explaining
anything, thereby making panpsychism much more preferable. Pierre Teilhard de Chardin had yet
noted (anticipating the anthropic arguments) that the idea of mind-like evolution leads to
panpsychism: The creative activity of matter can be explained only if mentality is present in the
world at its very beginning. In other words, either the universe is a computation going on its own by
actions of law from the initial conditions created and established by God from outside the Big Bang,
or the universe itself is something like God which every consciousness takes part in.
I would like to finish on a personal note. If the only alternative to panpsychism is deism of
Newton, Laplace, and Einstein with consequent fatalism where Creator had decided everything, I
tend to choose the former. I am ready to agree with Spinoza, Leibniz, Whitehead, and others that
the universe is proto-conscious (Prigogine [70]) and even mindful (Stapp [71]), and we humans and
any conscious beings are its advanced parts; but I disagree that someone had designed the universe
as a nonlocal Wholeness (Bohm [26]) or as a local Cellular Automaton (‘t Hooft [27]) predetermined
completely by the initial conditions of the Big Bang, and each of us is literally a machine deprived of
any kind of volition to make our ways better than those placed by the Designer.
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